NO MAN IS AN ISLAND. NO COUNTRY BY ITSELF.

IT’S TIME FOR ACTIVISM. REGISTER TO VOTE BEFORE 7TH JUNE AT GOV.UK/REGISTER-TO-VOTE
It’s a question of where you feel you belong.

We are the European family.

Register to vote before 7th June
YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE E.U. ONLY COUNTS IF YOU REGISTER TO VOTE BEFORE JUNE 07

- HAVE YOUR SAY.
What is lost is lost forever.

Say you’re in if you’re in. This one’s important: If the UK leaves Europe it may spell the end of the largest peace project in human history. It’s not about ‘same old’ but about pulling through together.

Register to vote before **June 07**
If people like Rupert Murdoch, Nigel Farage, George Galloway, Nick Griffin, and Marine LePen want Britain to leave the E.U.

Say you’re in if you’re in. This one’s important: If the UK leaves Europe it’ll send a strong message to haters of European values. It’s not about ‘same old’ but about pulling through together.

Register to vote before June 07
For 60 years the E.U. has been the foundation of peace between European neighbours, after centuries of bloodshed.

Register to vote before June 07.
Marine Le Pen of the French Front National knows the significance of Brexit. She equalled it to the Fall of the Berlin Wall, the beginning of the end of the E.U.

The collapse of European unity is a goal that she shares with one of her party’s paymasters Vladimir Putin and many other European far-right movements.

Be aware of what it means to leave the E.U. Register to vote before 7th June
BE AWARE OF WHAT IT MEANS TO LEAVE THE E.U.

- DISSOLVE THE LARGEST PEACE PROJECT IN HUMAN HISTORY

SUPPORT A RIGHT-WING MOVEMENT

UNDO TRADE TREATIES FOR YEARS TO COME
A POLISH FRIEND TOLD ME THE OTHER DAY:

I NOW HAVE AN E.U. FLAG AT HOME. WHEN WE DEMONSTRATE AGAINST OUR NEW AUTHORITARIAN GOVERNMENT, WE DO SO UNDER THIS FLAG.

I SUDDENLY REALISED, THE E.U. IS THE LAST DEFENCE AGAINST ANTI-WOMEN’S RIGHTS, ANTI-GAY RIGHTS, RACIST ‘STRONGMEN’ POPULISTS IN EASTERN EUROPE.

DO YOU WANT TO LEAVE THEM ALONE? NOW?

The E.U. Referendum is on the 23rd of June. But in order to vote you have to register until June 07 at www.gov.uk/register-to-vote
Say you’re in if you’re in.

Be aware of how the EU Referendum will affect you and speak your mind. Register to vote before June 07.
A once in a generation decision. Be sure not to miss your vote.

Register online before 7th June at gov.uk/register-to-vote
Vladimir Putin
Rupert Murdoch
Nigel Farage
George Galloway
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi (IS)
Nick Griffin (BNP)
and Marine LePen
want Britain to leave the EU.

Don’t let them have their way. Have your say.

The E.U. Referendum is on the 23rd of June.
**But** you have to register to vote before the 7th of June.
No man is an island.
No country by itself.

Say you’re in if you’re in. This one’s important: If the UK leaves Europe it’ll send a strong message of support to haters of European values. It’s not about ‘same old’ but about pulling through together.

You have to register to vote before June 07
Flawed? Yes.

Slow? Yes.

Attractive? Uhh

So, why?

The EU has brought peace to 28 member states. In Poland or Hungary the EU is seen as the last defence against their authoritarian governments. Don’t leave them alone.

Cooperation, not confrontation.

Say you’re in if you’re in. This one’s important: If the UK leaves Europe it quits the largest peace project in human history. It’s not about ‘same old’ but about pulling through together.

Register to vote before June 07
Democracy, peace and human rights have many enemies. Brexit will make them stronger. Only as a united Europe can we stand in their way.

Have your say. Register to vote by June 07.
BE AWARE OF WHAT IT MEANS TO LEAVE THE E.U.

- DISSOLVE THE LARGEST PEACE PROJECT IN HUMAN HISTORY
- SUPPORT A RIGHT-WING MOVEMENT
- UNDO TRADE TREATIES FOR YEARS TO COME

DON’T COME TO GLASTONBURY WITHOUT HAVING USED YOUR POSTAL VOTE!
REGISTER TO VOTE BY 7 JUNE
MY FATHER’S POLISH, 
MY MUM’S FROM SPAIN, 
I STUDIED IN BERLIN, 
NOW LIVE IN THE UK.

IT’S NEVER BEEN A 
HASSLE TO DO SO.

AND I DONT WANT IT 
TO BE.

COUNT ME IN.
Your opinion about the E.U. only counts if you’ve registered to vote before the 7th of June

Say you’re in if you’re in.
This one’s important: If the UK leaves Europe it may spell the end the largest peace project in human history. It’s not about ‘same old’ but about pulling through together.
Rupert Murdoch can buy the British government.

Say you’re in if you’re in. This one’s important:
If the UK leaves Europe it’ll quit the largest peace project in human history. It’s not about ‘same old’ but about pulling through together.

Register to vote before **June 07**

But not a union of 28 countries.
This vote is not about bureaucracy.

Not about things that don’t work well, that are still flawed.

This vote is about our core values, about saying yes or no to democracy, human rights and solidarity.

Pick your side.
WHO WANTS TO LEAVE WHY?

“I ONCE ASKED RUPERT MURDOCH WHY HE WAS SO OPPOSED TO THE EUROPEAN UNION."

‘THAT’S EASY’ HE REPLIED.

‘WHEN I GO INTO DOWNING STREET THEY DO WHAT I SAY; WHEN I GO TO BRUSSELS THEY TAKE NO NOTICE.’"

In order to vote you have to register before 7th of June at www.gov.uk/register-to-vote
THE EFFECTS OF LEAVING THE E.U. FOR STUDENTS: FUNDED OPPORTUNITES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE SUCH AS ERASMUS OR WORK PLACEMENTS ABROAD ARE AN EVERYDAY REALITY IN E.U. MEMBER STATES. THEY WILL DIMINISH WHEN THE UK LEAVES THE E.U.

The E.U. Referendum is on the 23rd of June. But in order to vote you have to register before June 07 at www.gov.uk/register-to-vote
For 60 years the E.U. has been the foundation of peace between European neighbours.

Say you’re in if you’re in. This one’s important: If the UK leaves Europe it’ll send a strong message to haters of European values. It’s not about ‘same old’ but about pulling through together.

Register to vote before June 07.

After centuries of bloodshed.
DEMOCRACY, PEACE AND HUMAN RIGHTS HAVE MANY ENEMIES.

BREXIT WILL MAKE THEM STRONGER. ONLY AS A UNITED EUROPE WE CAN STAND IN THEIR WAY.

HAVE YOUR SAY. REGISTER TO VOTE BY THE 7TH OF JUNE
THE E.U. IS A BIG TRADING CLUB IN WHICH THE MEMBERS SET THE RULES. IF WE LEAVE, WE WILL STILL HAVE TO FOLLOW THE RULES, BUT WE WILL HAVE NO SAY IN MAKING THEM.

HAVE YOUR SAY.

The E.U. referendum is on the 23rd of June. But in order to vote you have to register before June 07 at www.gov.uk/register-to-vote